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Understanding and manipulation of the forces assembling DNA/

RNA helices have broad implications for biology, medicine, and

physics. One subject of significance is the attractive force between

dsDNA mediated by polycations of valence ≥3. Despite extensive

studies, the physical origin of the “like-charge attraction” remains

unsettled among competing theories. Here we show that triple-

strand DNA (tsDNA), a more highly charged helix than dsDNA, is

precipitated by alkaline-earth divalent cations that are unable to

condense dsDNA. We further show that our observation is general

by examining several cations (Mg2þ, Ba2þ, and Ca2þ) and two

distinct tsDNA constructs. Cation-condensed tsDNA forms ordered

hexagonal arrays that redissolve upon adding monovalent salts.

Forces between tsDNA helices, measured by osmotic stress, follow

the form of hydration forces observed with condensed dsDNA.

Probing a well-defined system of point-like cations and tsDNAs

with more evenly spaced helical charges, the counterintuitive

observation that the more highly charged tsDNA (vs. dsDNA) is

condensed by cations of lower valence provides new insights into

theories of polyelectrolytes and the biological and pathological

roles of tsDNA. Cations and tsDNAs also hold promise as a model

system for future studies of DNA–DNA interactions and electro-

static interactions in general.

DNA condensation ∣ small angle X-ray diffraction

Highly charged DNA helices naturally repel each other under
physiological conditions (1). However, cations of valence ≥3

very effectively condense DNA at micromolar concentrations (2).
The most studied systems are the condensation of dsDNA with
cobalt3þ hexammine and the biogenic polyamines (spermidine3þ
and spermine4þ), whereas polymer-based cations are being
exploited as DNA packaging agents for gene delivery (3). In con-
trast, nonspecifically interacting monovalent and divalent cations
[i.e., excluding base-coordinating transition-metal ions (4) such
as Mn2þ, Ni2þ, and Cu2þ], even at molar concentrations, do not
condense dsDNA from dilute solution (2). The prominent role
of cation valence has promoted electrostatic interaction as the
primary candidate to explain this multivalent cation mediated
DNA–DNA attraction (1). Whereas it is clear that further
considerations must be made beyond the mean field Poisson–
Boltzmann (PB) treatment, which always predicts like-charge
repulsion, the physical basis for DNA condensation is still under
intensive debate (5).

The multifaceted nature of DNA–ion interactions and of
possible DNA–ion–DNA correlations between apposing helices
has led to theories that differ greatly in starting assumptions.
For instance, counterions have been treated either as continuous
ionic “clouds” or as discrete point-like cations of finite radius; the
DNA helix has been modeled as a continuously charged rod or
to have discretely charged phosphates placed on a helical path
around a smooth rod. As a result, a number of competing theories
have been proposed to explain cation mediated DNA–DNA
attraction. Counterion-centered mechanisms include ion density
fluctuations (6), ion–ion correlations (7) possibly leading to
“Wigner-crystal” ionic ordering (8, 9), strong electrostatic cou-
pling (10), and the restructuring of DNA hydration shell by ions

(11). When a discretely charged DNA is considered, cations may
be significantly localized by local molecular electrostatic fields.
Multivalent cations can transiently invert the local charge and
create net attraction (12–15). Modern sophisticated theories have
explicitly considered the size of cations and the effect of coions to
explain a wide range of observations (16, 17). Numerical simula-
tions have been able to reproduce multivalent counterion-
induced inter-DNA attraction in silico (18), but unable to assess
the underlying mechanisms due to varying levels of simplifica-
tions of the polyelectrolyte solutions (19).

Critical evaluations of existing theories are further complicated
by the physical “nonideality” of the experimental systems. One
issue is the real nature of the commonly used condensing ions:
Cobalt hexammine is a coordination metal complex; spermidine
and spermine are chain-like molecules with distributed mono-
charges. Treating counterions as charged spheres can be flawed
(20), though commonly practiced. Furthermore, the grooves of
dsDNA can be binding sites for cations, and the exposed polar
groups may even coordinate specific counterions (4). Such struc-
ture-specific interactions (i.e., cations residing in the grooves)
would strongly favor the proposed “zipper mechanism” for DNA–

DNA attraction (21).
We have investigated the system of simple point-like cations

(e.g., Mg2þ) and triple-strand DNA (tsDNA). Starting with a
dsDNA, a tsDNA is formed by a third strand binding into the
dsDNA major groove via Hoogsteen base pairing (22). Helical
parameters of tsDNA (23) deviate from that of conventional
B-form DNA (B-DNA): The number of base triads per turn
is 12 (vs. 10.5 for B-DNA); diameter is ∼22.5 Å (∼20 Å for
B-DNA). The phosphate groups of tsDNA’s constituent three
strands face out and are more evenly spaced, giving tsDNA a
“smoother” surface and ∼40% higher charge density than
dsDNA. With its bases more extensively hydrogen bonded and
buried inside, tsDNA grooves are much less accessible than
dsDNA for specific cation binding (23). For these reasons,
DNA triplex is a promising model system to study the physics
of DNA condensation.

Triple-strand DNA is also relevant to biology and pathology
(24). Discovered in the 1950s, tsDNA is now known to participate
in diverse biological functions such as gene regulation and DNA
repair (25). Moreover, formation of tsDNA has been conjectured
to underlie trinucleotide–repeat–expansion-related genetic dis-
eases (26). Key to its biological specificity, the stability of tsDNA
strongly depends on the sequence. A homopurine (R)–homopyr-
imidine (Y) dsDNA is usually required as the “substrate,”
whereas the third strand can be the same Yor the mirror repeat
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of the R, giving rise to either a RY*R or RY*Y tsDNA. DNA
triplexes of arbitrary sequences can be stabilized with modified
nucleotides (27) and have been exploited for targeting specific
genes of interest (24).

Results
Our first and surprising observation is that “simple” alkaline-
earth divalent cations, unable to condense dsDNA, can condense
tsDNA at millimolar concentrations. The poly(AT*T) triplex is
soluble in 5 mMMgCl2 1×TE (10 mM pH 7.5 Tris, 1 mM EDTA)
buffer. However, an increase of [MgCl2] to 10 mM leads to
instant clouding and precipitation, in drastic contrast to the
solubility of dsDNA in MgCl2 as high as 2 M. This observation
is significant as all previous reports of tsDNA condensation were
with multivalent (≥3) counterions (28, 29) that also condense
dsDNA.

In consideration of the homopolymeric nature of the poly
(AT*T) tsDNA, we have taken careful steps to rule out intertri-
plex cross-linking (i.e., the third strand spanning two separate
double strands) as a possible cause for condensation (see
SI Appendix for details). Briefly, samples were annealed at low
DNA concentrations of∼30 μg∕mL (referred to as “as-annealed”
triplex hereafter) to effectively remove intertriplex cross-linking
in the stock. The other likely complication is the presence of
single- or double-strand overhangs near the ends. We therefore
treated the poly(AT*T) triplex with either nuclease S1 (to digest
single-strand DNA) or DNase I (to digest single- and double-
strand DNA). Like the as-annealed (i.e., undigested) triplex, both
digested triplexes precipitate promptly in 10 mM MgCl2 1×TE
solution. Triplex condensation is also fully reversible: The poly
(AT*T) pellet dissolves in a few seconds when transferred to
1 mM MgCl2 1×TE buffer, and adjusting [Mg2þ] back to 10 mM
precipitates it again. The pellets before and after this cycling
process give identical X-ray diffraction peaks (discussed later).
Divalent cation Mg2þ thus appears to induce intertriplex attraction
that condenses the poly(AT*T) tsDNA.

We next determined whether the observed tsDNA condensa-
tion is specific to poly(AT*T) or Mg2þ, particularly because

condensation of dsDNA or tsDNA by simple divalent cations such
as Mg2þ has not been observed in free solution except in 2D (30).
We first examined several divalent cations that are generally
considered to interact nonspecifically with DNA. We found that
the point-like Ba2þ and Ca2þ ions precipitate the poly(AT*T)
and that the chain-like Putrescine2þ does not. Furthermore, we
examined a second tsDNA helix constructed from three 21-base
oligonucleotides, the RY*R-21 triplex. The same behavior was
observed, i.e., precipitation by Mg2þ, Ba2þ, and Ca2þ, but not by
Putrescine2þ. We emphasize that the two constructs are signifi-
cantly different: Poly(AT*T) is a much longer (∼300 bases),
homopolymeric, RY*Y triplex, whereas the RY*R-21 is a 21-base
long, mixed-sequence, RY*R triplex. Therefore, tsDNA conden-
sation by simple alkaline-earth divalent cations proves to be
general.

We proceeded to characterize the condensed tsDNA phase.
The triplex pellets show optical birefringence under polarized
light and give sharp X-ray diffraction peaks that can be indexed
as a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1A). The condensed
tsDNA is thereby an ordered liquid crystal as observed with
multivalent-cation-condensed dsDNA. Such a well-defined struc-
ture also argues against significant intertriplex cross-linking that
presumably leads to unstructured gel-like aggregates. It is worth
emphasizing that the same diffraction peak profiles (i.e., position
and width) are obtained from the as-annealed, nuclease S1
digested, and DNase I digested poly(AT*T) triplexes (Fig. 1B).
In 50 mMMgCl2 at 20 °C, the poly(AT*T) and RY*R-21 triplexes
show the same interaxial spacing of 29.8 Å, which weakly depends
on [MgCl2] up to 2M. Triplexes condensed by Ca2þ and Ba2þ also
give well-defined diffraction peaks (Fig. 1 C and D) and show
cation-dependent interaxial spacings in the order Ba2þ >Mg2þ >
Ca2þ [30.2, 29.8, and 29.6 Å, respectively, for poly(AT*T)
triplex]. Note that the same order of spacings was observed
in (Ba2þ, Mg2þ, Ca2þ)-dsDNA complexes condensed by external
osmotic stress (31). For direct comparison between dsDNA and
tsDNA, we used spermine4þ as the common condensing ion (32).
In 2 mM spermine at 20 °C, 30.0 and 28.7 Å interaxial spacings
were observed for the poly(AT*T) triplex and poly(AT) duplex,
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Fig. 1. Small angle x-ray diffraction (SAXD) profiles of the poly(AT*T) and RY*R-21 triplexes. I(Q) is the scattering intensity, with Q ¼ 4π

λ
sin θ, where 2θ is the

scattering angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength. Note that a linear background has been subtracted to show the peaks in B–D. (A) Typical raw image and the
integrated profile of condensed poly(AT*T) arrays. Some higher-order peaks can be identified as weak rings, and they can be indexed with a 2D hexagonal
lattice. (B) SAXD peak profiles of as-annealed, nuclease S1 digested, and DNase I digested poly(AT*T) tsDNA. (C) SAXD peak profiles of poly(AT*T) triplexes
condensed by divalent cations Mg2þ, Ba2þ, and Ca2þ corresponding to interaxial spacing of 29.8, 30.2, and 29.6 Å, respectively. (D) SAXD profiles of RY*R-21
triplexes condensed by divalent cations Mg2þ, Ba2þ, and Ca2þ corresponding to interaxial spacing of 29.8, 30.1, and 29.3 Å respectively.
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respectively; 29.8 and 28.4 Å were observed for the RY*R-21
triplex and RY-21 duplex, respectively (Fig. 2), noting that sper-
mine-condensed high molecular weight chicken blood dsDNA
(CB-dsDNA) gives an interaxial spacing of 28.3 Å. Considering
the ∼2.5 Å difference in helical diameters, spermine-condensed
tsDNA thus has a smaller surface separation (by ∼1.2 Å) than
condensed dsDNA, suggesting spermine mediates stronger
attraction between tsDNA than between dsDNA.

Similar to multivalent-cation-condensed dsDNA (11), tsDNA
helices condensed by Mg2þ remain highly hydrated, e.g., ∼7.3 Å
solvent layer between tsDNA surfaces. To probe the extent of
water structuring of this solvent layer, we examined the tempera-
ture dependence of the interaxial spacing (i.e., the thickness
of the solvent layer). Fig. 3 shows that the interaxial spacing
decreases upon increasing temperature for both poly(AT*T)
and RY*R-21 triplexes. Although such heat-induced “collapse”
is reminiscent of hydrophobic interactions, the observation
with DNA is of hydrophilic and electrostatic nature and will be
discussed below. Again, thermal contraction argues against the
occurrence of intertriplex cross-linking, which is expected to
weaken (i.e., increasing interaxial spacing) upon heating.

The finite nonzero equilibrium spacing between apposing
helices indicates a balancing point between attractive and repul-
sive DNA–DNA forces. The net force (or repulsion) at closer
DNA–DNA spacings can be measured using the osmotic stress
technique coupled with X-ray scattering (33). We first verified
that stressing the DNA phase (i.e., pushing DNA helices closer
with osmotic stress) is a fully reversible process, i.e., cycling back
and forth between unstressed and stressed tsDNA strands does
not change their respective interaxial spacings. Fig. 4 shows the
pressure-spacing curves of tsDNA together with the curves from
multivalent-cation-condensed CB-dsDNA that have been exten-
sively characterized previously (11). The parallel force curves
from tsDNA and dsDNA condensed by different cations suggest
a common physical origin for DNA–DNA interaction.

Discussion
In summary, we observed the condensation of tsDNA, a helix
with more evenly spaced charges than dsDNA, by point-like
divalent cations in free solution. This well-defined experimental
system differs from other often-studied polyelectrolytes (such as
F-actin and fd virus with charged patches of both signs) and other
condensing polycations with complex structure (such as cobalt3þ
hexammine and polyamines). It is nonetheless intriguing why
divalent cation-induced tsDNA condensation was not observed
before. We attribute this to the use of dilute divalent salts
(<20 mM) for prevalent spectroscopic studies in the literature
(22, 34), together with usually high levels of monovalent salt
(∼100 mM). The reason is that the threshold concentration of
divalent cation for tsDNA condensation is sensitive to the level
of monovalent background. When monovalent salt is reduced
to nearly zero by dissolving condensed tsDNA pellets in pure
divalent salts, the lowest [MgCl2] to hold up the tsDNA pellet

was found to be 1.5 mM. However, in 1×TE buffer, poly(AT*T)
triplex is still soluble in 5 mMMgCl2, whereas 10 mMMgCl2 pre-
cipitates it. With the commonly used 100 mM NaCl, we found
that at least 100 mM MgCl2 is required to condense tsDNA;
i.e., tsDNA condensation would not have occurred with the
maximum 20 mM divalent salts used in the literature (22).

The specifics of our experimental system allow previously
undescribed insights into the underlying physical mechanisms
of counterion-mediated DNA–DNA attraction. It first appears
counterintuitive that, in comparison with dsDNA, the more
highly charged tsDNA is condensed by cations of lower valence
(trivalent for dsDNA vs. divalent for tsDNA), whereas the oppo-
site is expected from stronger repulsion between like-charged
tsDNAs. Because the tsDNA–cation–tsDNA interaction studied
here is driven by electrostatics (e.g., no specific ion coordination
with DNA bases), it is suggested that tsDNA’s higher propensity
for condensation results from the stronger interaction between
divalent cations and tsDNA charges. This is also consistent with
the observation that chain-like putrescine2þ does not condense
tsDNA, possibly because insufficient attraction is mediated
due to its lower charge density than point-like ions such as Mg2þ.
Such reasoning favors the strong DNA–cation coupling or ion–
ion correlations as the origin of attraction. However, there exist
a number of theories based on DNA and cation interactions
(9, 10, 12–15), notably including early studies of the “Primitive
Model” (6, 7). All these theories predict and rely on certain
distributions of counterions along DNA helices, though unknown
for both condensed dsDNA and tsDNA, to determine the DNA–

DNA attraction. Knowledge of the spatial distribution of coun-
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terions will be critical for differentiating existing theories. None-
theless, the force measurement with osmotic stress has provided
a wealth of data that are yet to be fully reproduced by existing
theories of polyelectrolytes, especially noting the qualitative dis-
crepancies over the temperature dependence discussed later.

Another interesting aspect concerns the steric role of DNA
surfaces. The tsDNA grooves are less pronounced than dsDNA
grooves: The minor groove of tsDNA is slightly narrower and
its major groove is divided into two by the third strand. This may
be significant because the grooves, if large enough, can localize
cations inside and create a pattern of alternating surface charges.
In particular, the “zipper” mechanism proposed for dsDNA (21)
specifically considers such complementary charge correlations of
adjacent dsDNA surfaces to explain DNA–DNA attraction. The
grooves of tsDNA have not been observed to localize cations
(23), though it is still likely for small cations such as Mg2þ to
sit on top of tsDNA grooves coordinating two phosphates from
two strands of the same tsDNA. For chain-like cations such as
polyamines, their localization into the grooves is expected to
depend on the dimension of grooves. We then tested whether
spermine4þ can mediate attraction between tsDNA and dsDNA
to probe the necessity of complementary DNA surfaces. Interest-
ingly, mixed dsDNA and tsDNA helices in solution were observed
to precipitate as one phase when spermine4þ was added, evident
from the small angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD) peaks of compar-
able width but intermediate position (Fig. 2). Spermine4þ thus
appears not to differentiate the two different helices with differ-
ent groove patterns, arguing against the requirement of comple-
mentary surfaces for attraction. The spatial distribution of cations
again is the key to understand the physical origin of attraction.
Particularly for tsDNA with smoother surface, counterions may
freely move within the DNA hexagonal lattice, or are arranged
in fluctuating density waves, or are ordered as “Wigner” lattices.
Efforts to characterize the counterion spatial distributions are
under way, using Ba2þ-condensed tsDNA to take advantage of
the high contrast of Ba2þ in X-ray scattering.

The close similarity of the osmotic stress force curves shown in
Fig. 4 for ds- and tsDNA helices would suggest a common origin.
Force measurements on dsDNA condensed by a variety of multi-
valent ions have extensively characterized the attractive and
repulsive forces underlying DNA assembly (31). The attraction
force varies exponentially with interhelical distance with an
approximate 5-Å decay length (35). This force is due to the direct
interaction of surfaces through either electrostatic or hydration
forces. Water must necessarily restructure as the charged surfaces
closely approach the last 10 Å of separation. Measured interac-
tion energies include both that from classical charge–charge
interaction through a continuum dielectric and that from water
structure reorganization in close spaces. Parsing the contribution
from each component is difficult. The repulsive force that pre-
vents helices from touching is also presumed exponential with
an approximate 2.5-Å decay length (36). This is an image charge
repulsion within electrostatics or its hydration equivalent (31).
Both electrostatics and hydration require a correlation of charges
on apposing helices for attraction. For DNA surfaces with purely
negatively charged groups, only repulsive hydration force is
expected. However, multivalent counterions serve to restructure
the hydration shell near the surface and create complementary
water structuring and the attractive hydration force (11). The
greater condensing propensity of tsDNA than dsDNAmay in fact
arise from its higher charge density: It is conceivable that tsDNA
can “draw” counterions to a greater extent than dsDNA, and the
resultant greater extent of the hydration shell restructuring leads
to stronger attraction.

The consideration of water structuring also provides a consis-
tent explanation to the temperature-induced decrease of the

interaxial spacings observed in Fig. 3, as heating is expected to
drive off some of the structured water near DNA surfaces. The
release of structured water provides the entropic gain and leads
to thermal contraction. Direct DNA–cation interactions in a
continuum constant dielectric medium would have predicted
thermal expansion. The magnitude of thermal contraction is
not the same among different systems, in the order Co-dsDNA <
Mg-tsDNA < Mn-dsDNA. The differences presumably reflect
the cation-dependent restructuring of the hydration shells in
the DNA–cation complex (31). We also note some other possible
explanations or contributions to the observed thermal contrac-
tion. One is that temperature increase would lower the water
dielectric constant, which may enhance DNA–DNA attraction
and lead to closer spacing. Another possibility is that apposing
DNA helices and the interstitial cations may rearrange structu-
rally at higher temperatures for stronger attraction, though no
noticeable changes in DNA packing geometry were observed
in our SAXD measurements. In summary, the multifaceted nat-
ure of DNA–cation–solvent interactions proves to be a fertile
ground for varied theoretical treatments, and we have yet to see
one theory account quantitatively for all the experimental obser-
vations described here and in the literature. Although already
providing previously undescribed insights into the physical origin
of “like-charge attraction” unattainable by studying conventional
dsDNA and complex cation systems alone, the well-defined phy-
sical system of tsDNA and simple cations may find good use in
our future efforts to understand the electrostatic interactions of
biomolecules in general.

Interestingly, both poly(AT*T) and RY*R-21 triplexes precipi-
tate under the condition of “mimic” physiological salt: 140 mM
NaCl, 10mMMgCl2, 1mM spermine. Thismay have direct patho-
logical and biological implications, as triplex-forming sequences
were recently shown to exclude nucleosome assembly (37). First,
tsDNA formation has been observed to correlate well with the
transcription repression of frataxin and the pathogenesis (24).
Our finding offers an explanation that this gene-silencing struc-
ture leading to Friedreich’s ataxia, the most common inherited
ataxia, can in fact be aggregated DNA triplexes effecting hetero-
chromatin-like inhibition (38). Second, DNA triplex motifs occur
frequently in eukaryotic genomes (up to 1%) (24, 39). The inter-
triplex attraction under physiological conditions would signifi-
cantly modulate the chromosome conformation. Moreover, the
corresponding triplex motifs on homologous chromosomes can
serve as “sticky alignment markers” to bring together and align
the pair, facilitating homologous recombination.

Materials and Methods
Triple-Strand DNA Constructs. Both tsDNA constructs were carefully character-
ized to ensure their triple-strand nature (see SI Appendix). The first construct,
poly(AT*T) tsDNA of nominal length of ∼300 bases, was prepared by mixing
homodeoxynucleotides poly(A) and poly(T) at 1∶2 molar ratio and annealed
at 94 °C in 5 mM MgCl2 1×TE (pH 7.5 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) buffer. The
second construct, the 21-base RY*R-21 tsDNA, was prepared by mixing
equi-molar amounts of three 21-base-long triplex forming oligonucleotides:
the homopurine R strand (5′-GGAAGGAGAAGAAGGAAAGAG-3′), its comple-
mentary homopyrimidine Y strand (3′-CCTTCCTCTTCTTCCTTTCTC-5′), and its
mirror repeat homopurine strand (3′-GGAAGGAGAAGAAGGAAAGAG-5′).
The sequences were designed to avoid base-slip mismatches between the
RY-21 duplex and the third strand. The 21-base RY*R-21 triplex and RY-21
duplex were annealed in 100 mM NaCl 10 mM MgCl2 1×TE buffer.

Chicken Blood dsDNA. Chicken blood dsDNA (CB-dsDNA) was chosen as a
random-sequence dsDNA for comparison with tsDNA. Sample preparation
and data collection follow ref. 11.

Experiments (i) Small angle X-ray diffraction. SAXD quantifies the interaxial
spacings of ordered DNA arrays. Our in-house setup was described in detail in
ref. 11. (ii) Osmotic stress method. The osmotic stress technique directly gives
the force-distance relationship between DNA helices. Here the condensed
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DNA phase is bathed in excess PEG solution phase under salt conditions
of interest. Although PEG and DNA do not mix, small ions and water freely
exchange between the two phases. DNA helices are thus “stressed” by the
excluded PEG with known osmotic pressure, and the change of interaxial
spacings is measured with SAXD.
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